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INTRODUCTION
Proliferation of bicycles is an American phenomenon recent enough
that conclusive statistical information has not yet been compiled. Some
data such as national sales figures and population trends are obtainable.
This study deals with the available current material while placing emphasis
on qualitative judgments pertaining to proposed construction of bicycle and
pedestrian pathways as a part of the 1-205 Freeway. An examination is made
of the citizen activities leading to local, state and Federal legislation,
administrative action and current local planning. Considerations of safety,
auxiliary uses and defense contingencies are also brought under study.
CONCLUSIONS
1. A bicycle/pedestrian path on the 1-205 Columbia River Bridge
would have extensive use according to per capita bike usage and to growth
projections.
2. Potential uses as an emergency ingress and egress for police and
medical aid cannot be underestimated. As an access to call boxes and fire con-
trol apparatus on the structure and as an emergency egress for the stranded
motorist on foot, the bikeway would provide a potential benefit to motorized
as well as non-motorized traffic. An additional benefit to the motorist would
be the removal of pedestrians and bicyclists from the roadway shoulder.
3. Auxiliary uses of the bikeway would best be realized with a median
situate, road-level configuration. This is the location listed as a logical
choice by the consultant, Sverdrup &Parcel and Associates, Inc., in the sup-
plementary report titled, IIA Pedestrian-Bicycle Path Addition to the Proposed
Interstate Route 1-205 Columbia River Bridge ll and is the number two choice of
the State of Washington. It is also the least expensive, but may be subject
to some maintenance problems as related in the consultants' conclusions.
4. Most of the benefits of the proposed pedestrian/bikeway, such
as user safety and projected emergency uses, are intangible from the standpoint
of fixation of dollar value. However, taken totally, they establish the rea-
sonable position that a facility of this kind is highly desirable, if not in-
dispensible.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended:
1. That a pedestrian/bikeway be constructed on the proposed 1-205
Columbia River Bridge.
2. That the location of the bikeway be in the median at roadway
level.
3. That the type of construction be of the precast floating slab
design as shown in the report, IIA Pedestrian-Bicycle Path Addition to the
Proposed Interstate Route 1-205 Columbia River Bridge ll by Sverdrup &Parcel
and Associates, Inc., the consulting engineers.
4. That potentials of versatile use be taken into full account in
final design of catwalks, luminaire mountings, emergency call boxes, fire con-
trol apparatus and access.
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BICYCLE USE TRENDS
Sales and Growth
In 1972, for the first time in over half a century, national bicycle
sales closely approached automobile sales, totaling 12 million, 8.5 million
having been sold in 1971.(1) Underlying reasons for the sudden rise in popu-
larity of the bicycle can be found in the simultaneous rise in popularity of
aerobic exercise, interest in non-polluting forms of transportation and the
discovery of miscellaneous conveniences in parking, garaging, bypassing jam-
med city traffic and, for some, a closer communication with the environment.
The resurgence of adult bicycling gained impetus Dn the college
campus as convenient personal transportation between classrooms situated
beyond quick walking distance. Bicycles became popular at Oregon State Uni-
versity in the 1960's. Now, emerging as a compromise between walking and
driving an automobile, adult bicycling finds increasing utility as a commuter
mode in the range of approximately one to five miles. (2) Police officers
working with the City of Portland Bicycle Detail estimate the total number of
bicycles in the city at 176,000. (3)
Industrial Promotion
The recent introduction of small foreign-built motorcycles in the
United States was accompanied by voluminous advertising, promotional litera-
ture and press agentry. Films, brochures and pamphlets on safe riding were
distributed to potentially interested parties including State Motor Vehicle
Departments. Safety pamphlets were presented in language, form and quantity
suitable for direct distribution by regulatory agencies. Activities of this
kind have not been forthcoming from bicycle manufacturers or distributors. (4)
The industry has in fact been taken by surprise and is hard put to meet exist-
ing consumer demand. The present enthusiasm appears to have arisen spontane-
ously in the public domain.
Future Use
The question arises as to whether present public enthusiasm over
bicycling can be expected to wane or whether it is being permanently established.
Because the bicycle is suddenly graduating from the category of an expensive
toy for American children to 8 serious means of transpor4exercise and recrea-
tion for American adults, it could gain a status in American transportation
approaching that of Europe and Asia where it has been a basic transportation
medium for generations.
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CONCERNED ACTION
Citizen Action
Citizen groups devoted to bicycle route planning are actively
developing master plans in many of our cities. These groups are composed
of people with various skills, interests and points of view and usually
range from the bicycle enthusiast to concerned citizenry.
It is likely that most meaningful public involvement in bicycle
route programs will come from various citizen groups. So far the State
Highway Division has under construction four bicycle routes that were de-
veloped from plans recommended by citizen groups.
Administrative and Legislative Action
Only one booklet of a purely promotional nature has become avail-
able to this agency, namely, a Federal publication sponsored jointly by the
U. S. Department of Transportation and the U. S. Department of the Interior,
entitled, IIBicycling for Recreation and Commuting ll • Pictured in a full page
photograph is the President with a group of young cyclists at the completion
of a transcontinental tour; a photograph shows Secretary Volpe leading 300
cyclists in a District of Columbia IIbike-in ll ; several members of Congress
are pictured astride bicycles as a band plays on the Capitol steps. The in-
tent of the brochure is made plain on Page 6:
IIIn early 1971, Secretary of the Interior Rogers C.B.
Morton and Secretary of Transportation John A. Volpe made
a joint decision to promote bicycling. Interior plans to
work on the recreational aspect of bicycling while
-6..
Transportation concentrates on bicycles as commuter trans-
portation.
IISecre tary Volpe in February, 1971. said. I It must
be our plan to restore some sense of humanism to our down-
town streets ... The city must be a gathering place for
people, not vehicles.' The use of bicycles serves to
achieve this objective.
IIAt the inauguration of Transportation Week, May 16,
1971, in Washington, D.C., Secretary Volpe led 300 bicyclists
in a 'Bike In.' He outlined in a brief speech what the
Department of Transportation intends to do for bicyclists
across the nation. He said, ' ... my Department is ex-
cited about bicycles ... We intend to make Washington a
II model cityll for bicycles.' He declared that 'as far as
the District of Columbia is concerned, bicycles have equal
rights with automobiles on our city streets.'
IISecretary Volpe said, 'My personal staff and the
Federal Highway Administration will explore with the Dis-
trict the possibility of establishing bicycle commuter
routes with exclusive lanes--or even streets--set aside for
them during rush hours ... As you all know, the main
problem with bike riding is the danger involved. We hope
exclusive rights-of-way will solve that problem.' "
Another report by the National Transportation Safety Board en-
titled, "Special Study, Bicycle Use as a Highway Safety Problem", closes
with Recommendation No.5:
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"In the Department of Transportation's efforts to en-
courage the use of bicycles for reasons of reduction of
traffic congestion and air pollution and promotion of health-
ful exercise, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-
tion ~nd Federal Highway Administration be actively involved
to assure that safety is given full consideration.,,(5)
In 1971 the Oregon Legislature passed House Bill 1700, popularly
called the "Bicycle Bill", which appropriates one percent of State Highway
funds for pedestrian/bikeway construction. The State of Washington passed
House Bill 1060, enacted into law in May, 1971 under the title, "Chapter 130
(House Bill No. 1060) HIGHWAYS--CREATION, PRESERVATION, RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF
RECREATIONAL TRAILS AND PATHS". The City of Portland, Oregon and the County
of Mu1tnomah, Oregon have passed resolutions identical in intent requesting
bicycle and pedestrian facilities on the 1-205 Freeway. (See Appendix)
This type of administrative and legislative action appears as an
outgrowth of widespread interest on the part of bicycling enthusiasts brought
into focus by a few dedicated lobbyists and letter writers. Response to
questionnaires and testimony at public hearings has revealed that these emis-
saries speak for more than themselves. (Sample letters in Appendix)
Future Action
A favorite goal of the bicycle groups is ownership registration
(already an ordinance in Portland) which is expected to provide a basis for
numerical analyses, an aura of self-support, an aid in theft recovery and a
general permanency for the movement.
.....
Yet to be heard from is the bicycle industry itself. Once supply
catches up with demand, added impetus can be expected from that source.
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USER DEMAND
Portland
The land use planning map (Figure 2) shows the East Portland area
as nearly solid. single residential usage served by commercial zones along
the arterials. Bicycles being a virtual part of urban residential living.
it is projected that East Portland is the largest reservoir of bicycles and
bicycle users in the state of Oregon. Residents in the area have shown con-
siderable initiative in the formulation of committees and study groups lead-
ing to formulation of a completed comprehensive bikeway plan.
This is reflected in the Columbia Region Association of Governments'
planning for bicycle/pedestrian routes in both Portland and Vancouver. which
amounts to an arterial grid in Vancouver connected by the 1-5 route and an
1-205 route to a gridwork of the city and county routes covering the East
Portland area. (Figure 3)
In its preliminary planning. the Port of Portland shows intentions
of furnishing the entire south shore area with a system of meandering IIfoot
and bike l' paths. one of which would gird the area. and others that would trav-
erse the shore lines of the many ponds and lakes in the park areas. With four
proposed connectors across Columbia Boulevard to the East Portland grid, this
plan effectively becomes an extension thereof.
Vancouver
The Vancouver area is growing steadily eastward. the main expansive
thrust being modern subdivision housing tracts. Zoning in Vancouver and re-
sultant land use tends to be organized into solid blocks in contrast to the
mosaic of Portland land use. One large block of proposed commercial zoning
straddles 1-205 at its crossing of Mill Plain Road (Figure 2) .. Other blocks
of heavy industrial zoning are located on the north shore of the Columbia,
closer to the downtown area. Further eastward, some luxury homes with pri-
vate yacht moorages line the north shore.
The cities of Vancouver, Camas and Washougal were all included in
the Portland metropolitan area studies onward from 1960, both geographically
and officially, as was Clark County, Washington. They are all 'a part of the
same economic, social and geographic community. Division by the Columbia
River and the state boundary has been no official handicap to mutual-aid
performance of emergency services, which have a history of notable effective-
ness. Interstate 205 can be expected to provide a closer connection and pro-
vide stimulus for residential, commercial and industrial growth on both sides
of the river. Residential-to-industrial and residential-to-commercial com-
muting can be expected in both directions, the subject areas being well within
the practical bicycle commuting range of five miles. Over 90,000 bicycles are
estimated to be housed in the potential use area based on current population
and national averages.
The Figure 3 map shows a portion of the bikeways tentatively planned
by the Columbia Region Association of Governments. Other agencies, such as
the Portland Bicycle Task Force appointed by the Portland City Council, have
many other bike routes planned in addition to those shown. The tentative CRAG
plan represents a convenient, comprehensive view of the area planning and is
expected to be adopted in the very near future. The City of Portland inventor-
ies a total of 105.33 miles of recommended bike routes. (6)
Also shown are radii of one, two and three miles from the end points
of the proposed 1-205 Bridge and the existing 1-5 Bridge. Cost-benefit studies
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having implied a practical one-way commuting range of five miles,(2)more or
less, trips originating within a one-m"ile radius would terminate within a
three-mile radius, and vice versa; trips originating within a two-mile radius
would terminate within a two-mile radius. Thus it becomes apparent that the
existing I-5 facility cannot possibly serve the needs of bicycle commuter
traffic for the eastern parts of Portland and Vancouver. Only an 1-205 fa-
cility could be expected to do this.
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PUBLIC SAFETY
Emergency Aid
Municipal police departments are interested in bikeways and foot-
paths as emergency ingresses and egresses in the event of complete blockage
of traveled motor vehicle lanes. During blockages on long isolated structures,
such as the proposed 1-205 crossing of the Columbia, some vehicles will ex-
pectedly enter the shoulder areas, blocking them also. A pedestrian/bikeway
provides an obvious immediate accessibility for the police motorcycle and
for all types of ambulances except for dual-wheeled rescue vehicles.
Design proposals for the 1-205 Bridge across the Columbia River
show an 8-lane facility with 10-foot shoulders accommodating a 70 mph design
speed. A complete blockage in all lanes, in both directions, of this 8-lane
bridge is expected to be an extremely rare occurrence, nevertheless a possi-
bility. Blockages could be precipitated or aggravated by fog, surface frost,
surface ice, unexpected snow or combinations of these. Climatology studies (10)
relate a fairly high incidence of fog, while the orientation of humid west
winds alternating with sub-freezing east winds in the Columbia Gorge is well
known. Early fallen snow, arriving before drivers on the freeway have stopped
to fit chains, offers perhaps the greatest threat of total blockage. With the
first snowfali of December, 1972 Interstate 5 was blocked in several places
between Salem and Portland for virtually the entire afternoon. 1-205, as a
crossing of the Columbia River additional to the existing 1-5 Bridge, is ex-
pected to provide increased benefits to emergency vehicle operations because
the existing 1-5 facility is a drawbridge, subject to being opened at the demand
of river traffic, and further subject to mechanical failure, river vessel collision
ltA>~...;~~
--------,----- --------
or other major disaster. (11) The consultants, Sverdrup & Parcel and Associates,
have recorrmended that on the 1-205 structure some type of call system for emer-
gency use of motorists be provided. (12) In addition to providing an access
to stations of the call system for the stranded motorist, a pedestrian/bikeway
would provide a refuge from vehicular traffic, a means of safely leaving the
structure on foot and a final backup emergency ingress for pol ice and medical
ai d.
Engineers' Regard for Public Safety
Of great importance and concern to the engineer is the responsibility
for the ultimate safety of the occupants of any major structure. It is diffi-
cult to ignore the additional potentialities for public safety inherent in
having a pedestrian/bikeway on the 1-205 Columbia River structure. Walled
off from the traffic lanes, a pedestrian/bikeway provides the only through
lane not subject to blockage.
DESIGN PARTICULARS
Types of Cyclists and Bikeways
In addition to commuters, three other groups of cyclists are cited
in the 1972 Oregon Bikeways Progress Report:
1. School children riding to school, parks and community
servi ces.
2. Recreational users on day trips.
3. Long-distance riders averaging 100 to 150 miles per day
on tour.
Oregon bikeways are classified in three different categories with
regard to their usage and relationship to highways and pedestrian ways. (13)
Class I - Physically separated from vehicular traffic,
either one-way or two-way with minor pedes-
trian usage.
Class II - Restricted to bicycles along, separated from
vehicular traffic by a berm, curb or other
physical semi-barrier.
Class III - Shared bikeway delineated by signing and
striping only. These may be shared with
traffic, separated by striping, having been
constructed on an extended shoulder, or
shared with pedestrian traffic on a widened
sidewalk.
All bikeway configurations proposed for the subject bridge would be
defined as Class III, shared with pedestrian traffic. Considering the versa-
tility that could be designed into this appurtinance, it might more properly
be called a general facility for non-motorized and contingent uses.
Bicycle design and engineering has undergone a steady evolution
over the years. The latest major refinement is development and mass pro-
duction of the ten-speed sprocket system that enables the rider to negotiate
steep hills and cruise on level ground at satisfactory speeds, achieving
prolonged averages of 10 to 15 miles per hour. Tests with lO-speed bicycles
indicate possible use of steeper bikeway grades. (Figure 4)
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Eight-foot Minimum Width
Proper width of the bikeway should be in accordance with guidelines
set forth in "Footpaths and Bike Routes--Standards and Guidelines", a Highway
Division publication. A minimum width of eight feet is recommended on the
1-205 Columbia River Bridge. The desirable width for a two-way bikeway, as
shown in the guideline, is eight feet. Bikeways shared with pedestrian
traffic on land are ordinarily widened to a total width of seven to nine
feet. Any width less than eight feet would be impracticable as an access
for emergency vehicles other than police motorcycles. Therefore, for greatest
utility, a two-way pedestrian/bikeway facility should have a definite mini-
mum width of eight feet. Awidth of ten feet would allow dual-wheel rescue
vehicles to use the facility.
Location of Bikeway
The consultant has submitted prospective sketches indicating choices
of configuration at pavement grade and at a below-decks grade in an outrigger
configuration. The latter have been rejected for lack of accessibility, ver-
satility, ease of policing and lack of emergency utility. Remaining, then,
are the choices of placement at grade which are obviously at either edge of
the structure or in the median. An edge-mounted pathway would offer an unob-
structed view of the river from one side of the bridge for bicyclists and
pedestrians but would not be as versatile from a maintenance and emergency
access standpoint. If luminaires are to be mounted on median barriers as
discussed in the consultant's preliminary design report, a median-situate
pedestrian/bikeway would provide an easy access to the luminaires. Emergency
access to both northbound and southbound traffic lanes would be facilitated.
Aesthetic considerations are not overly compromised in the median configuration.
Eye level of the bicyclist should be above the tops of most automobiles,
allowing a distant view in any direction. Lacking would be a view straight
down to the river.
Drivers are conditioned to expect stalled vehicles parked on an
outside shoulder, but the car that comes to grief on an inside shoulder is
in proximity to the highest speed lanes. Amedian location for a pedestrian/
bikeway would. provide a safeguard for the stranded motorist of both directions
that chancesto become stalled on the high-speed shoulder. Emergency call
stations could be located on the pedestrian/bikeway and also on the outside
barriers for complete coverage of the structure.
Adjacent Walls
As shown in Figure 6 and Plates 1 and 2 of the report by the con-
sultants, Sverdrup &Parcel and Associates, Inc., titled, IISupp1ementa1
Studies for a Pedestrian-Bicycle Path on the Proposed Interstate Route 1-205
Columbia River Bridge ll , the pedestrian/bikeway would be separated from ve-
hicular traffic by a solid impact wall approximately three feet high with
an additional metal railing above the wall.
In the lower illustration of Figure 6, consultants· report, an
additional outrigger wall is obviated. It is recommended that the metal
railing extending above the solid wall be designed to facilitate the cross-
ing of the wall on foot by persons of normal agility, and the handing across
the wall of a litter patient from the shoulder area to the pedestrian/bike-
way.
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ALTERNATES
Non-Action
Non-action, i.e., the absence of a facility for non-motorized traf-
fic, will force regulatory agencies into several situations of negative choice,
some having characteristics of the multiple dilemma:
1. Non-motorized traffic will either be tolerated on the
freeway shoulder or be banned by law.
2. The stranded motorist will be forced into a completely
passive role, awaiting aid as it routinely arrives.
The exposed shoulder would provide his only refuge
from high-speed traffic. The motorist stranded on the
high-speed median shoulder would be in a particularly
compromising position.
3. The existing bikeway on the 1-5 Columbia River Bridge
would be out of range for daily commuting from east
Vancouver to east Portland. The only mode remaining
for cOlTUlluting non-motorized traffic would be that it
become motorized, i.e., that some type of common
carrier for bicycles commence operations on the bridge.
4. The advantages of safety, access and convenience, as
applied to matters of emergency operations, mainten-
ance, inspection and potentials of national defense,
as outlined in this report, would be forfeited.
Design Alternates
Continual reference will now be made to the consultants' (Sverdrup &
Parcel and Associates, Inc.) report, "A Pedestrian-Bicycle Path Addition to
the Proposed Interstate Route 1-205 Columbia River Bridge". The consultant
has noted that on a structure of this length (1.46 mile), a great many partial
crossings and returns can be expected (Page 6). The point is well taken. It
follows that two-way facilities are the more practicable from a service stand-
point than one-way. The dual five-foot wide, one-way concept is thus ver-
tually ruled out, since it also cancels out several other previously discussed
auxiliary possibilities such as emergency access of an ambulance. (Multiple
uses are discussed in the consultants' report, Page l~)
Alternate pedestrian/bikeway configuration possibilities are narrowed
to three, listed with estimated cost and construction type alternates:
1. A dual two-way facility on each side of the structure,
$7,760,000 (precast strut supported); $6,470,000 (integral);
$6,840,000 (precast, post-tensioned).
2. A two-way facility on one side of the structure only,
$3,800,000 (integral); $4,020,000 (precast, post-
tensioned); $4,570,000 (precast, strut supported).
3. A median-situate two-way facility, $2,310,000 (slab-
type construction); $3,510,000 (integral).
Each of these two-way paths would be eight feet wide. Costs are
from table, Page 14, consultan~s' report. Integral paths are shown in
Figure 3 and Figure 6, consult~nts' report. The post-tensioned cantilever
I
I
concept and strut-supported copcept of precast paths are detailed on Plate 1,
I
consultants' report.
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In making a final determination between the three alternates,
utility and service advantages must be weighed against construction cost
and design attributes of the structure.
Alternate 1 offers the highest service potential and largest capa-
city, for the greatest cost, but is not recommended, costs over six million
dollars being considered prohibitive.
Alternate 2, recommended as the optimum choice by the consultant,
if located on the west side of the structure would lack multiple use capa-
b"rlities in terms of service to the northbound lanes. Symmetry of the total
structure is an impossibility, detracting from the appearance of the struc-
ture. The strut-supported mode of construction, in addition to being com-
paratively expensive, could have additional adverse effects on the appearance
of the bridge.
Alternate 3, suggested as the logical choice by the consultant,
would have multiple-use capabilities in terms of service to northbound and
southbound lanes equally. With the median location, symmetrical structure
design is possible if the precast slab mode of construction is utilized.
(See consultants' discussion of structural advantages and limitations, Pages
6, 7 and 8; also, Figure 6.)
The difference in construction cost between the precast construction
and the integral construction of the median-located pedestrian/bikeway, amount-
ing to $1,200,000, is deemed decisive. Therefore, in partial agreement with
the consultant, it is recommended that the final choice be the median road-
level location, employing the added precast slab type of construction.
NOTES
(l) Oregon Highway Division. Bikeways Progress ReportJ 1973, P.l.
(2) Ibid. (Establishes the S~mile range on a cost-benefit basis.) P.S!
(3) Hansen, Robert J. Preliminary Study of Bicycle Facilities, De..
partment of Public Works, Portland, Oregon, P.4.
(4) Nearly all the handout literature on bicycling pertains to rider
safety and is directed to children, Several pieces of this
type were provided by the Oregon Motor Vehicles Division
and are listed in the References section.
(S) . National Transportation Safety Board Report No. NTSB-HSS-72-l.
Adopted Apr. 5, 1972.
(6) Hansen, Robert J. Op. Cit. Appendix E.
(7) Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration.
I-205 Draft Environmental Impact Statement. P.3-72. Refers
in turn to Portland-Vancouver Metropolitan Transportation
System Interim Report~ I-205 Location~ by Technical Advisory
Committee, Oct. 1964.
(8) Ibid. P.2-17
(9) U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration.
Bridge Inspector's Training Manual. Bureau of Public Roads
corrected reprint 1971. P.3-8.
(lO) !I-205 Draft Environmental Impact Statement. P.3-15. (See also
. Appendix D.)
Sverdrup & Parcel & Associ ate.s. Preliminary Design Report for Pro-
posed Interstate Route I-205~ Columbia River Bridge.
Apr. 1971. P.3.
(ll) i I-205 Draft Environmental Impact Statement. P.3-72.
i
(12) : Sverdrup &Parcel &Associates. Preliminary Design Report for
Proposed I-205 Columbia River Bridge. Apr. 1971. P.73.
(13) ! Oregon Bikeway~ Progress Report. P.12.
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Sponsored by Representatives STATHOS, THORNTON, HENDERSON,
Senator WINGARD, Representatives CROTHERS, DENSMORE,
HANNEMAN, KENNEDY, LANG, PAULUS, ROBERTS
CHAPTER 3.1.6. .
AN ACT
Relating to ways for public travel; creating new provisions; and amend-
. ing ORS 366.515, 366.525 and 366.790.
Be It Enacted by the. People of the State of Oregon:
SECTION 1. Section 2 of this Act is added to and made a part of
ORS chapter 366.
SECTION 2. (1) Out of the funds received by the commission or
by any county or city from the State Highway Fund reasonable amounts
shall be expended as necessary for the establishment of footpaths and bi-
cycle trails. Footpaths and bicycle trails shall be established wherever a
highway, road or street is being constructed, reconstructed or relocated.
Funds received from the State Highway Fund may also be expended to
maintain such footpaths and trails and to ~stablish footpaths and trails
along other highways, roads and streets and in parks and recreation areas.
(2) Footpaths and trails are not required to be established under
subsection (1) of this section:
(a) Where the establishment of such paths and trails would be con-
trary to public safety;
(b) If the cost of establishing such paths and trails would be exces-
sively disproportionate to the need or probable use; or
(c) Where sparsity of population, other available ways or other fac-
tors indicate an absence of any need for such paths and trails.
(3) .The amount expended by the commission or by a city or county
as required or permitted by this section shall never in anyone fiscal year
be less than one percent of the total amount of the funds received from
the highway fund. However:
(a) This subsection does not apply to a city in any year in which the
one percent equals $250 or less, or to a county in any year in which the
one percent equals $1,500 or less. .
(b) A city or county in lieu of expending the funds each year may
credit the funds to a financial reserve or special fund in accordance with
ORS 280.100, to be held for not more than 10 years, and to be expended
for the purposes required or permitted by this section.
(4) For the purposes of this chapter, the establishment of paths and
trails and the expenditure of funds as authorized by this section are for
highway, re-ad and street purposes. The commission shall, when requested,
provide technical assistance and advke to cities and counties in carrying
out the purpose of this section. The division shall recommend construction
standards for footpaths and bicycle trails. The division shall, in the manner
prescribed for marking highways under ORS 483.040, provic!e a uniform
system of signing footpaths and bicycle trails which shall apply to paths
and trails under the jurisdiction of the commission and cities and counties.
The commission and cities and counties may restrict the use of footpaths
and bicycle trails under their respective jurisdictions to pedestrians and
nonmotorized vehicles.
(5) As used in this section, "bicycle trail" means a publicly owned and
maintained lane or way designated and signed for use as a bicycle route.
Section 3. ORS 366.515 is amended to read:
366.515. (1) The highway fund shall be expended under the juris~
diction of the commission.
(2) Except as provided in ORS 367.236 and 366.735, the commission
shall set aside from the highway fund, in the following order:
(a) An amount sufficient for the salaries and expenses of the high-
way department.
(b) A sufficient amount to cover the cost of operating and main-
taining state highways which have been constructed or improved.
(c) Sufficient funds to meet the Federal Government appropriation
and requirements of sections 6 and 8 of the Act of July 11, 1916, 39 Stat. 355,
entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall aid the states in
the construction of rural post roads and for other purposes," or any federal
appropriation that may be provided.
(d) The remainder shall be used for any of the purposes authorized
by law.
(3) All the highway fund not otherwise specifically applied shall be
expended by the commission in its discretion, except as required by sec-
tion 2 of this 1971 Act, on the construction, maintenance, betterment or
pavement of roads and highways within the state.
Section 4. ORS 366.525 is amended to read:
366.525. There shall be and hereby are appropriated out of the highway
fund annually such sums of money as will equal 20 percent of all moneys
credited to the State Highway Fund by the State Treasurer between
July 1 of any year and June 30 of the following year and which have ac-
crued from funds transferred to the highway fund by the State Treasurer
under ORS 481.950, paragraph (b) of subsection (2) of ORS 484.250 and
ORS 767.635. The appropriation shall be distributed among the several
counties for the purposes [now] provided by law.
Section 5. ORS 366.790 is amended to read:
366.790. Money paid to cities under ORS 366.785 to 366.820 shall be used
only for the purposes stated in section 3, Article IX of the Oregon Con-
stitution and the statutes enacted pursuant thereto including section 2
of this 1971 Act.
---e¢>---
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CHAPTER 130
'[Rouse Bill No. '060J
HIGHIlAYS--
CBEATIOl:. PRESERVATION, REtSTABLIS!HiEUT
OP PECREITIO~AL TRAILS AND PATHS
[665J
.t'>• ..
AU ,ICT Relatin~~o pqblic hiqhvays: and creating new sections.
BE :IT BUAC'!'ED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF IlASHINGTON:
rEI ~ECTTQ~ .Secti9D 1. (1) Ho limited acce$S highway shall
be- constructed that, will. result in the severance or destruction of an
existinq recrea~ional, trail of substantia-l usage for pedestrians.•
equestrians or bicyclists unless an alternative recreational trail.'
satisfactory ~o the authority. havi~9 jurisdiction overtbe trail
being- Silvered or destroyed, either exisl:s or is .reestablished at the
the the limited access hiqhlfa! is const.ructed. If a' proposed Limited
access • high way vil.l sever a planned' . recreational trail which is part
elf a cOll'prehensive .plan for. trails adopted by a state or local
qOYl!!rlllllental. authority. 'and no alternative route for the planned.
t.rail exists which is satisfacC.to~.,to thf! a!1thorit.y which adopted the
comprehensiv~ pl~n ~or trails, ~he state or local agency proposing to
construct the limited access highvay shall design the facility and
acquire sufficient right of vay to accommodate future construction of
the portion of the trail which vill proper~! lie within the highway
right' o-f' . vay.· Thereafter vhen such trail is developed ana
constructed by the authority having jurisdiction over the trail. the
state ·or local agoncy which constructed the l~mited access highway
shall develop and construct. the portion of such trail lying within
the right of vay of the limited access highway.
(2) Where a highway other than a Ibited access highway
. CT05ses a·· recreational trail of substantial usage for pedestrians,
equestrians, or bicyclists, signing sufficient to insure safety shall
. be provid"d.
(3) Where the constructio3 or recoristructicin 6£' a highw~!
othei than a limited access highway would destroy the usefulness of
an existing recreational trail of substantial usage for pedestrians.
equestrians. or bicyclists or of a plannp,d recreational 'tra il for:
pedestrians. egu~strians,'or bicyclists incorporated into the
comprehensive plans for trails of the stat~ Qr ·any of its political
subdivisi~ns. replacement land, s.pace. or facilities shall be
.
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Passed the Hous~ !'lay 3, 1971.
Passed th'i! Sena.te Apt'il- 30, i9'71 •
. Approved by the Governor May la, 1971.
Filed in Office of SGcretat'1 of State ~ay 20, 1971.
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iprovidGd and where such recreational trails exist at the time of ;
said racreatio,al trails shall he!
~~!Qli~ Sec. 2. Facilitip.s for p~deS~rian$,!
or . bicJ~lists s~al1 be incorporat~d·into tha design of;
fr~~waY$ aloag corridors .here such facilities co no~
a finding tta~ $UCh facilities would b~ of j6int'use and
the co::;preheilsive plans of. public_ ag~:Icies for th,i
. ;
aevelopment of such facilit i&5, _ will not duplicat~ existing c
i
proposed routes, and tha~ safet! to both ~otorists and '
pedestrians, "equestrians, ani bicyclists would bE' enhanced bi t
s~gregatio!1 of traffi~.
In plaun~ng ahd design of all highways, ev~ry~ffort s~all
:aad~ consistent with safety to promote joint u.sage of rights of 11
for trail~ and paths in accord~nce ~ith the co~?r9hensive plans
pilbl'ic a~encies.
equestrians,
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In tho :'!<It tcr . of Requc;; t.L1g a I:~ar ing )
,·Coflccrning '·t11e P:Cuvisio11 for r'j~.Dl;31~·f.~!A!IS J
and 13ICYCLZG 1i~ithin the nrc.;:,-,':i.·S-02-~·jJl.Y of )
. :L~i'l'BHSTAt,{C ~lIGH'i;-lhYS r
)
. ·Thcabove-2ntitlcd r.,u'c:\:cr is boforG the EOiJ.rd t.o
cOluJidcrrcqucoting the Orc\:;on Sti:lto High'l.vay COmmiG8ion to
hold ~ publichc~ri~g concerning ~he need for iacilitios ~or
pcdc!:itr im'lc .ilndbicycler:: vlithin the rlghts-of-\>li:lY oi inter-
state highvlays: and it ~ppciJ.ring to the noard 'that:
. . . .
H::iE:R;~AS, ther~: CJ:i::t::; a need for varied :Zaciliticn
'of all typos fer transportu.tio~1 'I.'lithin the tot,ill Sy;:;tcUl; C;.l':.d
. .
~·J}:Et:.4hS, all £r:C0jl~y;:,.~1d~pcci':ica.llyr-2CS .:4:15 1:1').0
Columbia ~ivcr Bridge, ~crV2as unintcrru2tc~ linJ~ ac~o~~
n1<:my ncighborhoodc; an(~ co~lc1h.:l,vc gl:C~t iir:portancc as 01<::::-;10211 ts
of a pcdcs·trian-bicycl~ P<lLhi.<.TcI.Y ::;y~rtcm; and
~·'TI:IEi'8l\S,·Ch~:pt.2r 37G, Oregon L,J."lZ 1971, :r:cCjuire::-"
the State High'.'lQY CO;... ::rl:L::;s ion to spc·:id. rca::.;on<:o.blc amoui.1 tc of
its buduct on biciyclc trails <::nd iootp~th.si and
. .. . . .
\'TIiElml'.~),thD S(.·J.tc Eiig.b.vlziyCol:.....ni::;sion is CO:1Di.c:,::::ing
rcvic.." of. its policy 0.0:1 loc':,d.cn of tr •.m::il.Jortatio.1 f<J.ciL.tiC'G'
and the Board being fully c,dvi.::cd in the r:i:cc2i::.cs, it i::; thcrc-
:Cora
RB~OLVED" D8CLZ\:(i.:~u l':CD Or\O:::;Ri::O that the C~-lai:::man of
tho [;o.:lrd of County Cor:;,nLs:: iono~::: request the Orcgo41 Stilt~
Hi~fhway Commission to he.lo. a pu::'lic l1C':D:- ij,'~':J to cons idc1.~ policy
regu.r:ding the locati'on 01 ;;)c1i::<;t.r iWl.-bicyc lc puth~ within the
, rights-of-way of inte:r:;'t&t.c f:.rc'::,/:Juys.
. J'anuary 13, 19'72 ~Q.\LW o:~ C0U1~I'Y CO~:;:~ISSIO~iE:..."1S
r'~ULr.ciWUlJl.a· CULii~'rtY, o:<.:;;con
(SEAL)
hi)I?.ROVSD AS 70 :::0:-<.1,1:
·m: Sl':Q::~:JD. CON;:-rALL
Di~trict Attorney io~
11l:1tno~.Li.1h County, .Orcgor~
~y T~~ r'J-;.,-.G" ~~-'\'7:~2.~_'/' _
. :i?ctul G. H0.ckcy
Dc~uty Di3trict At~o=ncy
Dy M. JAMES GLEASON
Ch.:l ir n~o.:ln
~[~~tl\J~rID
JPJJ 1 D1972
;.
BEFORE .TIC BOARD OF COt):iTY CO;·~i.ISSION::aS FOR.
HULTNOi-1A.H COUNTY, O:\.EGON
C-37a-71
Inth~ Matter of Req0esting Inclusion)
of 3icycloand/or Pedestrian Paths in )
Conjunction vlith the I"';205 Freeway. )
)
RESOLUTION
The ·above-entitled matter is before the Board to consider
the adoption of the above-stated request; and
'.' WHEREAS', Hultnomah County has undertaken a progra~·.l to
.... design. and imp lenIent a comprehensive local bicycle and pedestrian
. path system: and .
.,., .
WHEREAS, it 'has become apparent, as a result of'th.l.s
study, that' there is aneeo for a major north-south path in the
vicinity of the'J;-205 'freeway; and '
.' .
. . WHEREAS, such a path is necessary in order to provide a
.vital connecting link.' in tile over-al.l path sysCC;-,li and
~viIEREF.S, the explicitly stated policy of the Fec2:£:a.l
HiSh\'lclY Administration 'is to encourage multiple uses of hi-]h,.,ray
r ights-of-w'ay to in'clude,specifically, bicycle and pedestr ian
·trails, i~ is therefore
HESOLVED by the Board of County Cor.....nission,ers of i'!ult-
£loman County that. State and Federal Highway authorities be requested
to include bicycle and/or pedestrian paths in conjunction with the
I-205 Freeway•.. '
December 5. 1972
·BOAPJ) OF COUN'l'Y CQi·:l'HSSIONERS
HULTNot-J.i"\Jj COUN'l'Y, O~GGOH
(SEAL) .
APPROVED AS TO FORJ.VI:
Ch.:rrles S. Evans
Co~nty Cocinscl for
:-lultnol;~ah County" Oregon
By __. =M_._J;:;..;M~<1E=S~·-.;;G=L=E:o;;.;A~S...;;.,O.;;.oN _
Chairman
, .
C' .RESOLUTIO'N NO. 31:154
. ".
WHEREAS, The City of Portland has undertaken a program
to design and implement a comprehensive local bicycle and
pedestrian path system; and
WHEREAS, it has become apparent, as a result of this
study, that there is a need for a major north-south path
in the vicinity of the 1-205 Freeway; and
WHEREAS, such a path is necessary in order to provide
a vital connecting link in the .overall path system; and
WHEREAS, the explicitly stated policy of the Federal
Highway Administration is to encourage multiple uses of
highway rights-of-way to include, specifically, bicycle
and pedestrian trails;
THEREFORE, be it resolved by the Portland City Council
that State and Federal nlgnway authorities be rcquc~ted to
include bicycle and/or pedestrian paths in conjunction ~ith
the 1-205 Freeway.
Adopted by the Council
DEC ':7197Z
Auditor of the City of Portland
Lloyd Anderson, Commissioner
WSL:bg.
11/30/72
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'\VASHINGTON STATE
RE: SR 205 Columbia River Bridge
Bicycle Path
Janua ry 23, 1973
Mr. A. E. Johnson
Assistant State Highway Engineer - Construction
State Highway Division
Highway Building
Salem, Oregon 97310
J~N 26 '73
CtJ
i
Dear Mr. Johnson:
We have reviewed the report on the subject item, prepared by Sverdrup and
Parcel, transmitted by Mr. Hartis letter of January 5. We believe the
report adequately covers and evaluates the alternatives for location of
the trail. Our initial preference for location would be the Suspended Path,
'--'attached edge mounted, on the west side, depicted in Figure 7, at a cost
of $2.59 mi 11 ion. We bel ieve that the improvement to.the environment of
the. trail users, in terms of reduced noise and vehicular traffic impact
and improved air quality, offset the increased danger of unobserved "muggings",
etc. Even though the pedestrianls view would be somewhat more restricted,
traffic itself would not allow a reasonable view to the east from roadway level
anyway. It would also appear this location may offer more potential for some
maintenance functions.
To summarize our selection of the alternates contained in the study, we
here our order of preference.
(1) Figure 7~ Precast outside on west with rail protection only.
(not screened)
(2) Figure 6, Precast in the median.
(3) Figure 3, West side only.
With respect to that portion of the report outlining the alternates for access
ramps to the bridge, we feel that consideration should be given to using a
spiral ramp instead of the ramp as proposed to get from-the bridge down to SR1\-4
vicinity. From an aesthetic standpoint, it would seem that a spiral ramp .
located between the piers on the centerline of Pier 3 would be far more attract-
ive than the ramp as shown on Plate 3.
Baker r(>rgu~on .-\.f I. Parker LOOL} R.i'il/O
,.
Mr. A. E. Johnson -2- January 23, 1973
If you have strong preferences which run contrary to ours, however, we are
will ing to be guided by your final judgment, and are more interested in adding
our strong support to the need for this pedestrian bicycle capability on the
structure, in some fashion.
We agree it wise that a supporting package which can be jointly transmitted
to Federal Highway Administration for addition of this feature, with FAI
participation, should be developed by your organization, and we stand ready
to assist you in any way that you desire. Attached for your use in prepara-
tion of this material, is data from Clark County of Washington, including a
letter from Mr. T. Jenkinson, Director of the Regional Planning Council, an
abstract from their.Bikeway Master Plan, and a map defining the comprehensive
bicycle system, with. priorities on that system identified. It would appear
that a strong case could be developed for benefits of this addition, above
the obviously recreational potential. We must, of course, design this trans-
portation unit for the 20-year design period in which the projected growth in
Washington and Oregon would make it apparent that considerable commuter value
may be derived from the bicycle features on this bridge. It would also
appear that benefits would be available for utilizing the pedestrian addition
as a refuge and walkway for travelers with stalled vehicles and for maintenance
activities on the structure itself.
Again we say, we will be glad to participate in preparing of any necessary
material. If you need additional data, please advise.
Very truly yours,
GHA
HMF:nb
Attachment
cc: Andrews
Carroll
(~~;.~ .
. fa ER
Assistant Director
of Highway Development
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'-." -,~ ..>.. <-. . .".··.~:·:;:I.i)~·.Orego,~·Sta·teHi~way Departmen~ .~....
";1,~~i~::~~~~}fjtfi~,~~>\-:?,:;,;..... . . ."... , '. .. .
.•.::~%~~ ;;~The·MtJ:1-enomah·County·~lamufl..g- COlI11nl.ss~onwould. ~J.ke. to see. b.1cyclJ.ng~
~.?~~{i;:; ::':'andp~estrian£aci1ities'incovporated into .the design o£ the' 1-205 .. "
··:{X&~.Co1umbia'River;·Bridge. ·IF such facilities are not made an integral-.
·':·::.Yfi'';'i;;C'':i.-·part;:ci£:'the:~ridgeat·.thetime o£. its construction•.it will.be vir- .
'::~.:!"- "- --tu:::tU17 impossible 'to .obtain 'them at. a later· date. . . ". "-, . .' '
'.~7~:':~.. .' '.. 5~~.;:,:·::~fk~fn~'\'~.'dt?,·~i~£;.~{~/;;~;~jf~;'f:~~-:"~/i,><\::.c:;:::;:';>.j2.:;>. .... ,- .;. .. . .... ",,~:"; .','
':'~::=~~i~];(Si,<,TheMu]:tnomah 'County-PlanningCommi'ssion, staff is currentlyinvolved •.
·:~:~ti~~::;'in~r::study designed 'to locate bikeways. and pedestrian paths' in .. ".
·.\~:~:0~;t~Mul.trioinahCounty.. One product. of this' study is an appreciatiqn of '.' .
>:>~'::Y":~~rt-:theimportance>o£ acquiring pedestrian and bicycle access across the '.~'
.·..::<:t:arF}:,I.;.205Columbia:River Bridge." The. final design o£out bikeway system:
·:<:}.~~;,,~tj;:wi11.most;vertainlyprovide direct access to s ucha river crossing. '.
·i':~::;;:·;~:&.::,This:.a.ceess tci the crossing would not· simply ·be ;something tacked. on'
;··~:}:.:;~3E2:·';as·anaf'te·rthC>Ugh,bu~would, ·instead. bean integral part of. a '.' .,
'. :>'>~;~::'~~comprehensivQsystem. Be .assured that bicycle and pedestrian £acil~ .
... ··.::<,;:::\~ities on the bridge would not come to a dead end on the southern end·
.'. ,:·:)(/.·';·:.0£' the bridge.: . .
,.·<·:ff{~'(;'?·~et~·lwnbia·River Sc)uth Shore Study, undertaken in conjunction with.'
'.. : ,;~:'it;·~ the:Port of Portland ,'1s recommending an increased recreational use
:~··~~;:~'~L'/:·.·of 'the: river-' anttslough areas, .and is' proposing th~ creation of' a .
- ~:;~}(~""system o£paths which would o£:fer excellent ac·cessto· the 1.;.205 . ..... ,
.. ,.".; ...bri~e. : Furth.er,this improved area would serve ,as 'an incentive 1;0'
'. eause.\-'Jashington hikers and bicyclists- to cross the river,.employing'
non~mo:torized,meanS'of.transportation.
". .. - ". ~ : . -: . . .. - .
. . .
.At the present; time:, a Multnoinah County' resident desiring to cross .
'.: .." ;t.heColumbia· River must either utilize some means o:f motorized trans-
.- .... :.. :. portation', ". or go .to conSiderable length and inconvenience ·to use the
"",.: '.·.-·meager facilities' of£ered on the 1-5Columbia River Bridge. The ad-
.......< .. :: 'dition: ofacrossing on the. 1-205bridge would place a path .for non-
motorized traffic between Oregon and \'lashington -much closer to th~
".'. .~. .
-.. " . :.
~ ': ." .
0. .
..
~. . ~.-~:·;; ...)J.t. .' ... : .. '>_(i.~.>-~ .:
'oregon'State Highway' Department
· , .' -' '-;." .I'·f'
- ...
-2- ".' "}1ay 9,~ 1972
~
'bulk of the population in MUltnomah Co~rtty. In addition; such a
route would serve to open our entire non-motorized circulation
systems north\'lard,insteadof confining them to the natural limits
'imposed by the Col~bia River•.
. ~ -.' ~-'
'w, >_:
Federal transporation officials-have evidenced a clearly defined
'and publicy enunciated policy toward the creation of trail 'facil-
ities in conjunction with highways. F. C. Turner, Federal Highway
Administrator, issued a directive on August 12, 1971, which statedin part.: I! ...
. ; t,i:' .....
There are: tilIies when in the planning. of a highway it is
.( ;., [~possible ;to include in the' highway right-of-way a walking
\· .. ;·or bicycle trail that would be of signi£icant benefit to
',.'>: the •community•. ". This would be espe.cially truewh-en the'"
· ,<;,.J.' trail along the, highway serves as a connecting link be-
· .1:,:.'j~ C. ,tween. a . larger. system of. trails running through the com~
>c.:·,;~<munity.·;;<:"",. . .
·'·'·l~.(J!:-· .~:>.., ....
'. 'rn view·of'. the above,"trails· proposed within highway
..\,·.··<.:·~rights~of-wayshould be given favorable consideration
. .: I where an important public need will be $erved and where
.' .', ..~:: . "i<conditions are appropriate. . This policy is iIi accord ..
':"<;:l'lith recent: s-catementsoySecretary :Volpe and myself' .'
. ";',.> urging the development ·0£ trails for hiking, bicycling,
::;) .... 'and equestrian. use. '. .... . .
In all' cases 'lthere we have the ) ..0 planning operation in
. progress, .consideration should be given to including
trails as part of the areawide transportation plan. We
. are seeking all, possible ways to utilize those transpo-
tation modes or mixtures of several modes l'lhich l'lill '.
provide themos~ efficieJ?,tand acceptable service.
We submit that there is no more approp'riate location in the nation
for such construction than on the 1-205 Columbia River bridge. Ore-
gon and vlashington~are the onl:[two. States i·n this union which bave
funded statewide bicy(:~e systems~. '. '. . .' . .
Michael' Lash, Director of Environmental Policy for the Federal High- .....
way A~ministration, elaborated upon this trails policy in June, 197J..·
'He saJ.d: .'. .' .. . . ". . .
I
.. . .
'. tiThe time is' ripe to :explo:re fully the extent to which
thehigb,1'1ay program' can assist in the development of
trails either by irnluding trails as an integral part
of highway projects or by close coordination of high-
way programs with program's for the' construction of
trails.
. ...
.'
.. w:o-.Oregon State Highway 'Department
' ..... >... ~\., .
..f .' " •.
-2- May 9, 1972' ..
"
"Despite the problems that remain to be solved, the
'·climate today is 'far more favorable than ever before
. for considering trails within highway rights-of-vlay•
. Public. policy at the State and 'Federal levels has ~
changed a great deal in the past five to ten years.
,The stress of making highway improvements compatible
with community development plans and on protecting
and enhancing the environment creates a greater re-
"captivity to considering trails as an integral part
of highway projects. n
'.:,., 11ULTNOl~m.H' COUNTYPi:.Ar~~ING·COMMISSI011{
'.: Robex1i S.· Baldwin, P:Lann.ing Director
.. ' 'r!Jfll (
.', <,' f\I a...IlJko ' .
. .. ~ Cl?- Harris, Urban Planner '
,CH:md .
. . .
. , .. '. "'. :< "There '. are -several provisions' in Federal highway law
. ';:: ·.'.'.<that permit the use o:f Federal funds :for either
.... ':",walking'trails or-bicycle paths when included as part
' ..>'.·.pf. the initial. constructi9n project. n
. '0'-. :.;d;~,,:::: .: .'t··;·:·:?:,·:: :-'~'" .., ." ". ." '.. ." .. ' .. ' .' "
,'" /.;~Inconclusion,'the'time has never been better ·:for
.' '<.,.-~ 0 ': • • ~':" groups interested in promoting trails within high-
'.' ": '.;:,-:"~':'::~ , -.~ way· rights-of-way. to find an open mind on the sub-
;:,~'~:1;;Y:~'?",,::;,·>,jec,t.··on the. par:t··· or high~JaY-9f:ricials.· .. Good .oppor-·
·<}:::··"::.<'··;:.t.unities:to include trails in new highway projects'
. ,.::,,;.~>.,! ::,' -, c' "should be spotted early and brought· to the ·attention "
":<,>0._<., ., :"::-. i?£ ~ State. Highway 'Depart'ments. tI >' ' ' ",' •••• , ',., •• ;"
... ';~~::.,;.'}\':: ;::>;...'·li~~~=;,;~~~·~~·;iiiti~doubt'J-'~ha~vthe public desire for ..
i.> ":,··.:t~.,,· .:pleasant walking trails and bicycle paths is. increas- .
~)"~:.';'j;:'.'., ing.. The highway program can help meet some of this
.;. ::/c...'·· ,', need. 1I':~.:,
·· .. c',·. :". .~'f..~'>; ... _';"_'
c=-.:,-~,:~·L·.;:::;~ ...ts··eti'.t.ti,~~,:ti)'cc.:t1nagt:fieca·:-inore:precisely ppredicated 'sta:tement·
.....; o£policythanthan drawn by l\1r. Turner and Mr. Lash. They have'
, ..... "quite explicity outlined a Federal commitment toward the estab-' .
. . ,'.--- lishrnent· of pedestrian and bicycling :facilities in association . '0
: :'with highways. '. . .
'. . ,: .The 'strength: of this commitment is so substantial that an investi-
.. ;.' gation 'o:f the entire length o:f I-205 with an eye to\'rard establish- . '.
~:1c·,,,;c4-flg -au-eft iiaGil1,*,'88Fi.s.eert-ai-nl,yappropria.te.....-O.\I1e ask.that,.,the ..~_.
'." " policy which has been so explicity presented by Federal oi':ficials
"" :now be :followed. .
..
. -.. ,' ..
J. ..• - ~: .-
...-..
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
EMERGENCY SERVICES DIVISION
8 CAPITOL BUILDING • • • • • • SALEM, OREGON 97310
TOM McCALL
GOVERNOR
CLEIGHTON PENWELL
Director
December 21, 1972
Mr. James D. McClure
Bicycle Route Engineer
Location Section
Oregon Dept. of Transport~tion
Highway Building
Salem, OR 97310
Dear Mr. McClure:
Recently Mr. Lee Doss 0:1; th.e H::t9hway Division
. visited with. me to expl·orethepossible secondary
usage of bikeways asemergenqyaccess routes. In
particular, his interest centered on tae propos.ed
Interstate Route 2Q5.~ . ,,~
After much consideration of this most interesting
approach, Iam of the opinion that all future bikeways
sh6uldreceive some thought as to their possible value
as an emergency access route. rt is, of course,
realized that all bikeways will not necessarily pr.ove
of value in this regard. However, it would seem that
those pikeways bounding on heavy trafficked routes could
provide access for emergency vehicles. This approach
would prove its worth espicially during peak traffic hours.
Thank you for this opportunity to express my opinion.
I will be most happy to explore this avenue approach in
more detail at your convenience.
HLL-HLH/gs
RECEIVED
DEC 22 1972
LOCATiON.
SECTION
Sincerely,
IU~l. !lvJ
Harvey L. Latham
Administrator
By: Herbert L. Hirst
Field Coordinator
December 15, 1972
. T-"
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VANCOUVER, WASHINGTO"N 98661
P HONE 1 206 6! 9 9~'2 3 6 1i---- "
TOM JENKINSON PUN/liNe- DIRECTOR.
I'-"~".,·,-'- ...
i ;~~'/
REGIONAL PLANNlItJG COU~JCIL
'.- OF CLARK COUNTY:
; -'-: .
2400 "T" STREET
....
.~ f.;··.. · .: .. '1
J." "';:4.. f+( ."
t'~.
'-- "
J;
,;
l~~,J
> ,
; , Dear Dick:
Mr. Richard Carroll, District Engineer
Washington State Department of Highways
P. O. Box 1717
Vancouver, Washington
:=~.~ I ;';: •... ". '.. ,~'.. ~;:~=:
.-- -·'f~)~:.~:·~·: ;"':'~=J
. I - ....... '" ..... ' ......__..
,,' fJ~:i ::~/~c~j '~
; .:- tl ·,·f ...../ " ..-.-t-~.
: ~: '-';~" '::'" ~"··'·"·"'=f--~-
'. ..__ :~;,,,~ ,, '-:_d j
r--L:;o,,: ;~:i~·~:~-.r;..~2.==
'j'.-.'. ::-..~:> "~:'r\"":-+-I
. . _. . . ,.~~_.r;~.. ~·U:Y -~·.C
Regional Planning Council has previously' written on behalf ·ofthe·---L-'-.;r
inclusion of. a bicycle and pedestrian route on the I"';'205 'c~i~ia-'--::----'
River Bridge. (See letters of May 23, 1972, to Mr. George Andrews, _
Washington State Highway Department";· and May 24/,_197~, to Department
of Transportation, State of Oregon, Attn: Dori~nd Eo Swan. Carbons
of .each should be in your files .. ).'
.:~S incelast,May:the s:t~f:E},q.f.~R~i9I1~igJ.a,I1nJngc{)1.lncilhas prepared'
_.a draft proposal· "Bikeways Plan II. An abstract and summary of that
plan are enclosed with this letter.
'"4;-' .
Research continued during the summer ITionths verified many of the'
tentative findings of last spring and reported in the May 24 letter
referred to above. Two of these bear particular significance.with
respect_ to theI-20S bridge. Evergreen High\',Tay, a north bank ...
Columbia River bikeroute, has proved to be very popular with Clark
_.County bicyclists in .spite of the lack of route markers or adequate
speed control for vehicular traffic.. Bicycle traffic over the I-S
bridge {Vancouver to Hayden Island) has increased noticeably with
. commuter use becoming apparent'to even the casual observer for the
first time.
The hypothesized attractiveness of scenic and recreational areas as
the destination of most recreational riding \AlaS verified. It appears,
in fact, that as far as local trips are concerned, people rid~
bicycles for much the purpose, (commuting, recreation, shopping~
school) . that one might drive an automobile. Furt'hennore, the
biC¥c.list. tends to select his route similarly to the way a motorist
IiICLARK COUNTY III CITY Of VANCOUVER If! CLARK COUNTY PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT B VANCOUVER SCHOOL DISH leT
g EVERGREEN SCIlOOL DISTRICT ZIl CENTRAL LASOR COU,'-ICIL 1:1 VANCOUVER CHAMSER Of COMMERCE iii TOWN Of RI:lGEfl~LO
III TOWN O~ eATTlEGIl.OUND Ell VM~COUVER HOUSING AUTHORITY r:I CLARK COUNT':' SEWER DISTRICT NO. I !II TOWN OF LA CENTER
£I CLARK SKAMANIA SOl!. /j WArfR CONSERVATION DISTRICT "CITY Of CAMAS D CITY Of WASHOUGAL II PORT Of VANCOU'iER
--~---- ---_.-_._.
Mr. Richard Carroll
December 15, 1972
Page 2
'-
selects his route, albeit a difference in scale. If this very general
observation can be applied to a particular case, the I-205 br.idge i
it follows that the proportion of local trips (automobile) to local
trips (bicycle) will tend to be constant for traffic on the I-205
bridge. The cons·tr~int of no alternative route availability will
certainly reinforce this condition •
. In the five and a half miles separating' the I-5 and I-205 bridges
there are three water access parks on the Washington side of the
river totaling less than two ~1ousand feet of frontage. On the
.. Oregon side in the same five. and a half miles, over two miles are
public beaches, and much of the remaining three and a-half miles
is oriented toward commercial recreation. Obviously a large number
of users of these Oregon beaches (as well as Blue Lake Park, and
Delta·Park, both nearby) will be' residents of the Washington side.
There are well over fifteen thousand such residents of Clark County
within twenty minutes bicycle riding time of the bridge (about a
three mile radius)-- a population that is increasing at about 11%
..per y~ar. This implies a doubling of that population in less than
ten years and a stable population (at saturation density} of about
fifty thousand within twenty years. Studies in Portland, OregOl.,
. Eugene, Oregon, and nationally have indicated the bicycle ownership
rate to be from,.3 to 046 bicycles per person or about two bicy':::les
per family of four individuals~ We feel confident in assQ~ing ~he
Portland ratio (.46) to hold true here in the urban portion of
Clark County. It follows that the present potential Clark County
'--c~ser population °df that bridge for bi~clingois hot less thancseverl"-:---" ~
. thousand individuals and it will increase in at least direct
proportion to the increase in population.
Planning of bikeways in the Portland-Vancouver metropolitan area has
proceeded from the start with the assumption that a bikeway system
must be regionally coordinated. To this end, the Columbia Region
Association of Governments has provided a regional framework for· the
efforts of individual jurisdictions. The plans of Clark County, the
City of Portland, Multnomah County and the Port of Portland all
anticipate the availability of right-of-way on the I-205 bridge for
bi~Jcle and pedestrian use.
.. .
...- ..
Mr. RiChard Carroll
Decernber15, 1972
.. Page 3
'-
We hope the_ information provided here will be of some assistance
in your effort to satisfy the considerable public desire for a
bicycle and pedestrian right-of-way on the 1-205bridge. We very
much appreciate your interest and enthusiasm in this project.
Yours truly I
-,- .' ..
4'- .--."_
TJ:JMP:imd
Encl •.
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~LOYD ANDERSON
pTY COMMISSIONER
I
CITY OF PORTLAND
OREGON
November 30, 1972
DEPARTMENT 01'" PUBLIC WORKS
ROOM 414, CITY HAL.L.
1220 S. W. 5TH AVENUE
PHONE 228-6141
Mr. Scott Colter
Oregon state Highway
Metro Section
5821 N.E. Glisan
Portland, Oregon
Dear Mr. Colter:
Division
The city of Portland Bicycle path Task Force wishes
to state its continued and unswerving support for pedestrian
-'-and~bicycle facilities on the I205· bridge and freeway,
now in the pla~ingstage.
This Task Force was appointed last November, 1971,
by Portland City Commissioner Lloyd Anderson to prepare
a comprehensive bicycle plan for Portland. The City will
receive approximately $50,000 per year from state highway
funds for the implementation of such a plan. The Task
~~'""r", ",....c.,....·Force has -completed its repore, which is now being pre- ,".,~,~",,,,,,.,.,~,.,..,,,,,.
pared for publication and should be available in late
December or early January. Our plan ~~s presented at a
public hearing on November 13, and was favorably received.
The main criticism was that the plan did not provide
enough bicycle routes. We enclose the agenda of the
meeting and the documents that were distributed, including
the Goals for planning, and the policies which we hope
the city of portland will adopt in order that bicycles
will be a more viable means of transportation.
We are very concerned about the need for bicycle
routes in the rapidly urbanizing area around-the proposed
r205 freeway, where the city and Multnomah County boundaries
.intermingle. City-county consolidation is inevitable,
and will erase these bounda~~es. (The City-County Charter
.' Commission is nm·] holding public hearings.) We have
".,.-
....
- L -
". ".
exchanged information and ideas with the Multnomah County
Bicycle Task Force and coordhated our plans. Of our
major bicycle-::lioutes, four will be continued by the County.
These a:r:e Northeast Glisan, S':iUtheast Woodward, Harrison
and Lincoln, and Holgate-Harold Steele. Two others,
Northeast Alamada and Northeast schuvler-Grant-Tillamook~
. ~
will lead'to the County. We enclose copies of the reports
recommending these routes. I~ addition, we are supporting
efforts to provide a system of bicycle trails along the
colutubia Slough and Marine Drive.
.- .
-.
.. ,,, .. -.,
The eastermnost route in our plan is 72nd-75th
Avenue (copy enclosed>'. He n;>ve rejected l?2nd ~s a bicycle
__route because of .its congestion anq lack ot: potential as_
a safe bicycle route. The I205 freeway \"ould provide·
. the on~y major north-south rO'.lte east of 72nd Avenue ,for
. school children, shoppers, and commuters, as well a.s
.recreational ridersc The freeTllay and bridge are beirlg
constructed for the use of the increasing populations
in eastern Clark County and Mtrltnomah County. A safe
'..... ·~··.":..,~-;;;,.---..··"·..bi<;l.ycl.e--faciUty~'wj.~l.-in-erease.the, ac_tive, .daily..use-.-.. of
... - .... ~:·:,c;--:the-::t-housahds·:·of--~ne_w__·bic-yclespurchasedocin·.t:he---las-'t..cyear.. :.-- -
C:t'clists at our two public hearings hammered away at the
theme that a perfectly justified fear prevented them from
using their bicycles more often. ~-Vben we have a quiet,
inexpensive, pollution-free means of transportation that
promotes health and requires little space or pavement,
we should encourage, not discourage, its use •. The denial
_::ot:· access across the I ..205 bridge to cyclists and pedes-
tri~I:1s_ wquld.,event}lCil;LY.l1ave, ,to}.:>e. c~rrected. . Tpis .
wouldb.e at:. afClr gre9-te:J::'. c9st :tJ1a~ isenvisiol'le¢l.!l0\v•
. -';
. . ' ~ .
We hope that you will convey our expressions of
support and the docurnents certifying the need for bicycle
. facilities to the Federal Higl1TNay Administration •
Very sincerel:}',
.&tt7 6~
Betty Barker
C~airman,BicyclePath
Task p'orce
{Jlt t * If·' f· $;' NIX t • t· t t ri* '> e bt • f_·e·' •
LLOYD E. ANDERSON
c a 101M I SS I DH CR
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
WM. S. LIND
CHieF DF' OPERATIQN.
.JAMES L. APPERSON
CITV ENGINcr; ..
CITY OF PORTLAND
OREGON
97204
122D S.W. 5TH AVENUE. PHDNE (503) 22S-6141
December 12, 1972
Mr. Michael Ackley
Rose City Wheelman C. C.
2807 NE G1isan, Apt. 304
Portland, Oregon 97232
Dear Mr. Ackley: . .
".' ~">,,,.>:-.". X'" ","' .Your ..1etter. supporti.ng construction of bicycle' ~
.. facilities on the 1-205 Bridge is most .appreciated.
I have taken the liberty of forwarding copies of
this letter to CRAG' and the Oregon state Highway.
Division for their use . tn' 9aininc:ffeder'a! :approval
of the project,. ."-'. .
You may be interested to know the City Council re-
cently pass,eda resolution requesting bicycle path
facilities be constructed with the 1-205 freeway'
project.. This 'wou1d connect with the bridge and
._provide further justification for the bridge facility.
Thank you for writing.
Lloyd Anderson
Commissioner of pUblic Works
•
LEi.\ :bg
cc CRAG- .
~ Oregon state Highway Division
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City of Portland. Bicycle Task Force
City Hall. .
Port1.m:l. Oregon'
Att... Commissioner·Iuo;v.d _Anderson;
. ..- -, ~ '-. .'
Theriaing interest in Cycling £ortransportat1on.
. , - ,
.'~Th8~~ cit·'~~ -bicycle- traVeJ. iorcommu.t1niC eyciiSts. ,. -~_.
-The- Deed£:or encre~eduse of "noDo-RQllu'ting vehiclesII .
. - 'we members of the 'Rose C1.t7 WJ:ieelme~ BicycJ.e cJ.ub are in favor or constru.-ct10n' '
. of a. bicycle path -ac-ross- the ·iurture interstate 20.5 bridge. fro%l1 Oregon to the .
. _state o£ Washingtoa., .
:We·f~eJ.tb.e importanc~ oia-bicycle path on this bridgebeCauseit'W1llbea~
, - ~r,r_c.oimec~ Oregon-to Washington., - - ',. '
." 10' •
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